
Iron Shark
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 BE AWARE!



Chapter 1

This story is about a kid named Jack Wil-
liams. He likes swimming in the beach. He 
was attacked by a shark and he fell to the bot-
tom of  the ocean and a talking fish said he 
got super powers.We made a iron shark for 
you so you can fight snake arms. He used to 
be your brother and you loved him very 
much. And now you are his enemy. He was 
attacked by the shark and he got his powers.

iron shark  gets his powers.



IRON SHARK

❖ Snake arms came back and iron shark was there and 
then they started fighting.
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SECTION 1

When they make up to be a team and save 
other people.



Chapter 2

When They are a Team

          Iron shark said, “wait maybe we can be a 
team.” And snake arm said, “we can save lots 
of  people and animals from great white 
sharks.” They went off  the save an animal from 
a great white shark.



Chapter 3

So,  Jack Williams made a iron shark for him so he can 

fight snake arms. In Iron Shark there are a lot of  

machines in there. And in there there is one bunt that 

shots out teeth.

His worst enemy was a Snake Arms. They didn’t like 

each other. He was ready to fight it. 

One day, they decided to show their powers. This time 

nobody would give up.

One time it would be the Iron shark in lead, next time it 

When Iron Shark 
Fights Snake Arms.



be a Snake arms. It was almost the end of  the day. Can you 
imagine how many animals from the water world came to 
watch. 

Finally, they got tired. Really tired!

They looked at each other and realized that this should end. 

They decided to become a good friends from now on and use 
their power to fight great white sharks. 

If  you want to find more see the new movie coming out.
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SECTION 2

Iron Shark Saves the 
Day
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Hi, my name is Adam. I am 7 years 
old and in 2nd grade. I live in North 
Carolina. I like to play sports. It was 
hard to write this story but I had fun 
doing it.


